12th November 2020

6th Provisional Admission List 2020-21
BA (Honours) Mathematics
The following students have been considered to be provisionally eligible for admission to the BA (H)
Mathematics at Dr. B.R Ambedkar University Delhi.
This is a provisional list of applicants who are in the zone of consideration in the Sixth Cut-off
list. It is notified to all applicants that the final merit list of those who will be offered admission
in the sixth cutoff will be announced separately on the University website on November 17,
2020. However, all the applicants in the zone of consideration are required to upload the
requisite documents on the portal by November 16, 2020, failing which the candidature will
stand cancelled. This may be read along point No.14 below.
Applicants are mandatorily required to upload document/pay fees as per below mentioned table.
Uploading of Document on AUD
Payment of fees
Admission Portal
(online only) through admission portal*
13th & 16th Nov 2020
18th Nov, 2020
(till 11:59:59 pm)
(12:00:00 am to 11:59:59pm)
*For applicants whose documents are verified by the Admission Committee. Payment tab will
be available on 18th Nov, 2020 at Admission portal 2020-21. Also, a message for payment of
fee will be sent on registered email and mobile number filled by the applicant at the time of
registration.
The Documents are mandatorily required to be uploaded as per the above mentioned schedule on
AUD Admission Portal:
(i)

Mark sheet and certificate of the qualifying examination i.e. Class XII or equivalent,
proof of CGPA Conversion (if applicable) to be uploaded in one single file) as per the
stipulated date and time as mentioned above.

(ii)

Class X Certificate in support of date of birth proof

The candidature will be rejected if the applicant doesn’t upload the above mentioned documents
within the stipulated time period.
Note: The names on the certificates, 12th mark sheet and caste certificate should be exactly same;
otherwise an affidavit for the same has to be sent on https://forms.gle/86HXz71vke4Ffa2eA within
the stipulated time as mentioned above.
Fees

The dates of admission/ online document verification are tentative and liable to change. Therefore, all
applicants are advised to check the University website (www.aud.ac.in) regularly after declaration of Cut Offs for
any unforeseen change in schedule.

BA (H)Mathematics
Category
Tuition Fees
Student Welfare fund
Caution deposit
Total Fees to be paid online

SC, ST and PWD
Nil
500
5,000
5,500

Other than SC, ST and PwD
21,440
500
5,000
26,940

The applicants can pay their fees online through available payment modes at admission portal.
The applicants seeking transfer of programme may refer to Annexure 11c (page no. 116) of the
Admission Brochure and the applicants who are seeking withdrawal from any programme may refer
to Annexure 11h (page no. 127) of the Admission Brochure. The fee will be adjusted/ refunded
accordingly as per the difference of fee amount. The duly filled in and signed form may please be
sent on admissions@aud.ac.in during 13th and 16th November (11.59 pm).
The applicant whose names are given in the provisional list as below in the order of merit are
hereby called for admission to programmes for the session 2020-21. The merit has been determined
on the basis of marks entered solely by the applicant and the system has calculated the percentage
in the best of four subjects as per the criteria mentioned in the Admission Brochure. The marks will
be verified from the class XII mark sheet before provisionally admitting the applicant. The Skillbased/Vocational Courses as per CBSE list will not be taken into account in the best four calculations
at the time of verification (CBSE Letter No.CBSE/DIR.(Voc.&Trg.)/ 2018 dated March 20, 2018)
Note:
1.

The list is provisional as prepared on the basis of the information furnished by the applicants
on AUD Admission portal.

2.

Applicants whose percentage in the best of four subject is equal to or more than the cut-off
percentage mentioned in the provisional merit lists but do not have their names in these
lists are advised to upload the requisite documents (certificate of Xth & marksheet of XIIth)
as mentioned above within the prescribed time limit of relevant cut-off through the link
https://forms.gle/uG5Mj85PdQKyJ65TA.

3.

Applicants belonging to the reserved categories (SC/ST/OBC/EWS) and sub-categories
(PwD/CW-Defence) who have submitted their application (complete in all respect) but do
not have their names in the list of shortlisted applicants, are advised to upload the requisite
documents (certificate of Xth & marksheet of XIIth) as mentioned above within the
prescribed
time
limit
of
relevant
cut-off
through
the
link
https://forms.gle/uG5Mj85PdQKyJ65TA

The dates of admission/ online document verification are tentative and liable to change. Therefore, all
applicants are advised to check the University website (www.aud.ac.in) regularly after declaration of Cut Offs for
any unforeseen change in schedule.

4.

Calling of the applicants for uploading the documents shall not be construed as
entitlement for admission. Greater number of applicants than the seats available, have
been called to ensure that seats do not remain vacant. In case, an applicant fails to
upload the requisite documents within the prescribed time limit of relevant cut-off as per
above schedule, the seat will be offered to the next applicant in the merit list as per his/
her eligible category.

5.

Admissions will be offered strictly in the order of the updated merit list (after online
document verification as per above schedule and inclusion of applicants referred to in points
3 and 4 above, if any).

6.

Applicants called as per the cutoff, who fail to upload the requisite documents within the
prescribed time limit as per above schedule, will not be considered in the subsequent cutoff.
However, they may be considered in the spot round/special drive, if seats are vacant.

7.

The applicant will be admitted to the programme on the basis of the merit list, eligibility
criteria and availability of seats in each programme.

8.

The entire process of uploading/furnishing documents, verification of document, payment
of fee and admissions is ONLINE. No applicant or any of their Guardians/relatives will be
physically allowed at the University Campus for admission process or submitting any
document.

9.

Applicants in their own interest who have uploaded reservation certificates for availing
reservation benefits (SC/ST/OBC/Defence/EWS/SGC/KM/PwD) at the time of registration at
AUD portal are requested to check the AUD website regularly as per above schedule for the
discrepancy list for ascertaining the category considered by the University as per reservation
policy mentioned in Admission Brochure 2020-21 and other circulars/notices/instructions
uploaded on AUD Website on or before the start of admissions/document verification. It will
be the responsibility of the applicant to rectify the discrepancy within the prescribed time
limits as per above schedule. No claim for admissions, whatsoever, will lie on AUD, if
applicant fail to upload the requisite documents within prescribed time.

10.

Those applicants whose caste certificate are not in order as per discrepancy list and his/her
name appears in the cutoff list, needs to upload the certificate (only reservation certificate)
again at https://forms.gle/86HXz71vke4Ffa2eA, as per the timeline mentioned above.

11.

Physical verification of all documents will be done later. The candidature of all applicants
in the whole admission process is “PURELY PROVISIONAL” pending scrutiny of eligibility as
mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21 for the programme. In case, it is found at any
stage of admission that the applicant does not fulfill the eligibility criteria and any
The dates of admission/ online document verification are tentative and liable to change. Therefore, all
applicants are advised to check the University website (www.aud.ac.in) regularly after declaration of Cut Offs for
any unforeseen change in schedule.

information/document provided by the applicant is found to be false or is not in
conformity with the eligibility criteria mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21
including Age, Caste Category, Sub-Category, Educational Qualification, etc. the
candidature of such applicant will summarily be rejected at any stage of admission
process and even after admissions.
12.

It is extremely important that applicants pay the fee within the timeframe allocated, failing
which it will be concluded that the applicant is not interested in the programme applied and
the admission will be automatically cancelled.

13.

The procedure for uploading the requisite documents by the applicant must be completed
within the stipulated time interval as notified in the Cut-off schedule of the University,
failing which you will lose your opportunity for admissions in the Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
University Delhi. It is the responsibility of the applicant to check if the documents have been
uploaded properly, otherwise application will be rejected.

14.

With reference to the clause mentioned at point no. 3 page 40 of the admission brochure,
it may be noted that "The merit list is drawn on the basis of marks in best of four subjects
including the subjects as specified in the minimum eligibility criteria as per the programme. In
case of the same score in the best of four subjects, then, for deciding merit, date of birth will
be considered; the candidate older in age will be treated higher in merit." Mere meeting the
cut off percentage does not make an applicant eligible for admission. In case there are less
number of seats then the applicants on the same merit, the candidate older in age will be offered
the seat.

15.

The eligible applicants being offered admission as per the merit list will be allowed to make
payment of fees on November 18, 2020, failing which the seat will be offered to the next
eligible applicant.

16.

Any vacancy occurring subsequently due to withdrawal / cancellation of admission in the
respective categories will be notified as seat vacancy and will be filled as per merit in the
category. All stakeholders are requested to keep visiting University website admission
notifications regularly as subsequent vacancies (if any) will be notified on the website only.

Dean SUS

Dean, SS

The dates of admission/ online document verification are tentative and liable to change. Therefore, all
applicants are advised to check the University website (www.aud.ac.in) regularly after declaration of Cut Offs for
any unforeseen change in schedule.

BA (Honours) Mathematics
6th Provisional Admission List 2020-21
UR-NCT
Sl. No.

FORM NO

NAME

1.

2020BA00005753

PRACHI VARSHNEY

2.

2020BA00000473

DHRUV GUPTA

3.

2020BA00004527

ARKORAKTIM DEY

4.

2020BA00008503

GAUTAM SINGH

5.

2020BA00000249

PRIYANSHU GUPTA

6.

2020BA00004921

ANANYA SETH

7.

2020BA00005402

ISHITA TULI

8.

2020BA00005439

HIMANSHI GAUTAM

9.

2020BA00008023

SANCHIT JAIN

10.

2020BA00008127

UJJAWAL GUPTA

11.

2020BA00008821

JANVI BATRA

12.

2020BA00002670

MOHIT KAUSHIK

13.

2020BA00005824

VISHAL KUMAR BHATT

14.

2020BA00000501

SARA NASREEN

15.

2020BA00001655

KHUSHI YADAV

16.

2020BA00006473

SAGNIK GHOSH

17.

2020BA00006474

SHIVANGI CHAUDHARY

18.

2020BA00000344

AARZOO YADAV

19.

2020BA00002713

HIMANSHU DANGI

20.

2020BA00002387

AKSHAT SURYAWANI

21.

2020BA00003020

VARUN REMESH

22.

2020BA00003996

AYUSH BHATNAGAR

23.

2020BA00006735

RAHUL YADAV

24.

2020BA00008665

ANUJ SEHGAL

25.

2020BA00000363

AKASH GARG

26.

2020BA00000312

SANCHIT PRASAD

27.

2020BA00001791

ADITYA KISHWAN

28.

2020BA00005426

SAGAR VATS

29.

2020BA00007827

ANVAY RAJ

30.

2020BA00003376

SWATI SRIVASTAVA

31.

2020BA00006678

MANSI GUPTA

32.

2020BA00006457

KRITIKA VIG

The dates of admission/ online document verification are tentative and liable to change. Therefore, all
applicants are advised to check the University website (www.aud.ac.in) regularly after declaration of Cut Offs for
any unforeseen change in schedule.

33.

2020BA00007975

KANISHAK GOEL

34.

2020BA00002271

ADITYA KOHLI

35.

2020BA00006553

AANTARIKSH MALHOTRA

OBC-NCT
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

FORM NO
2020BA00001944
2020BA00007786
2020BA00002755
2020BA00001320
2020BA00007783
2020BA00007496
2020BA00002965
2020BA00000480
2020BA00009170

NAME
RAVI KUMAR PRAJAPATI
YAMAN
ARMAN SONI
SAMEER KHAN
DEEPTI PRASAD
DEEPAK
AARYAN CHOUDHARY
DEEPIKA
MAYANK SINGH

UR-ONCT
Sl. NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6

FORM NO
2020BA00008551
2020BA00002465
2020BA00005931
2020BA00005020
2020BA00007469
2020BA00009159

NAME
AADIL ANSARI
ABHISHEK BHARGAVA
SWAPNIL SINGH KARKI
UDITY MISHRA
JAYANT KUMAR SINGH
GAURAV KUMAR

BA Honours with a Major in Mathematics*
(Required Percentages in Best 4 Subjects)
UR
OBC
SC

ST

EWS-UR

NCT Candidates (85%)

85.00

70.50

**

**

**

Outside NCT Candidates (15%)

88.50

--

Seats
filled

**

--

*Candidates must have secured at least 65% in Mathematics in the +2 examination
** No Applicant

Dean SUS

Dean, SS

The dates of admission/ online document verification are tentative and liable to change. Therefore, all
applicants are advised to check the University website (www.aud.ac.in) regularly after declaration of Cut Offs for
any unforeseen change in schedule.

